
Consumers now live, work, and play in a world driven 
by decisive moments. And it’s forever changed their 
buying journeys. From search to like to buy, every 
experience must be personal and relevant across 
platforms and devices. Every interaction must be re-
imagined in real time.

Merkle brings the full value of Adobe to life so you 
can drive the revenue your investment promises. 
With integrated capabilities across brand, data, and 
technology, we help brands build a digital foundation 
based on identity, to deliver the personalized, 
connected customer experiences required.

CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCES — 
RE-IMAGINED

WHAT WE DO
•  Marketing Automation

•  Data Insights 

•  Customer Journey Analytics

•  Customer Journey Orchestration

•  AEM Migration to the Cloud

•  Value Realization 

WHAT WE DELIVER
•  Technology Implementation

•  Managed Services

•  Data Intelligence

•  Identity Management

•  Technology Roadmap

•  Advisory Services

•  Cloud Platform Architecture

•  Customer and Experience Strategy

•  UX/UI Design

Dentsu, powered by Merkle, is named a
Leader in The Forrester Wave: Adobe
Implementation Services, Q2 2020.Adobe Implementation 
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Loyalty is not just a program; it’s an outcome driven 
by holistic customer strategy and the data that drives 
moments of value across the consumer journey. In an 
environment where great CX gives brands an edge 
over the competition, traditional loyalty programs are 
challenged with success across all marketing touchpoints. 

We’ve partnered with Adobe to bring loyalty data 
from the Merkle LoyaltyPlus™ platform into the Adobe 
Experience Platform. This collaboration enables a 
rich, unified profile and coordinated cross-channel 
experiences based on a data-driven understanding of 
customer behavior and needs.

MERKLE LOYALTY + 
ADOBE EXPERIENCE 
PLATFORM 
Partners in Evolving Loyalty Strategy 
and Customer Experience  

600+ 

600+ 

250+ 

ADOBE EXPERIENCE CLOUD 
TECHNOLOGISTS

ADOBE SPECIALISTS / 
CERTIFIED STAFF

SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS
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Dentsu, powered by Merkle, Is named 
a leader In The Forrester Wave: Adobe 
Implementation Services, Q2 2020.



RESULTS OUR CLIENTS ARE SEEING

A global electronics company wanted to increase share 
of in-market mobile phone shoppers for its business-to-
business unit. How we helped:

•   Developed audience, creative, and messaging 
approach unique to each audience at the wire-frame 
level

•   Segmented unique audiences by creative, offer, and 
content

•   Enabled a cross-channel audience strategy at scale to 
ensure that users are served with the right experience 
to drive impact

RESULTS

•  200% increase in engagement

•  500% increase in revenue per visit 

•  20+ different variations of real-time site creative after launch

•   15+ unique audiences created across 2 models, with 20 creative variations in real time

PARTNERING ACROSS THE ADOBE STACK

  WHO WE ARE

600+  Experience Cloud 
technologists

250+  Adobe specialists /  
certified staff

500+   Web, mobile, and app 
experiences created

To learn more about Merkle’s partnership and capabilities around Adobe Experience 
Cloud and Adobe Experience Platform, visit http://merkleinc.com/adobe or contact 
us at marketing@merkleinc.com.

http://www.merkleinc.com/adobe-partnership
mailto:marketing@merkleinc.com

